Remotely
manage your
field teams

Our online,
real-time GPS
monitoring
solution.

Can you afford not to?

 
 
        
     

   
    
        
        
   
  
     
   
     
     
  

      
          
 
   

Econz Timecard GPS
Features include

Application works in or out of coverage areas and uses
less than 20MB of data per month.
Custom Digital Forms to transform paper processes.
(Complete surveys, checklists, safety, and compliance
forms, stock management, orders etc.)
Digital Signature, Yes/No, Drop Down Questions. Numeric, Text, Photo/Video capture (Including location and
time)
Editable and Required Fields including questions at clock
in, clock out and after activities worked.
Covid-19 Self-Assessment Forms and Surveys with
alerting.
Output Available in HTML, CSV, PDF, and through our Web
Services API’s.
Schedule Output format for daily, weekly, monthly, and
per action.
Daily, weekly, and monthly digital timesheet sign-off
approvals including leave and sick leave.
Google Enterprise Mapping and Turn by Turn Directions.
Dynamic GPS Tracking including breadcrumb trail,
kilometers travelled, stops, locations including addresses.
GPS alerts and notifications include idle times, speed
triggers, smart fences and more.
Access thousands of client names and locations including radius lookup.
Restrict field employees so they cannot clock in or out
unless they are at a specific job location.
Robust Reporting with over 40 reports all exportable and
available in the AWS cloud environment.
Schedule Output format for daily, weekly, monthly
Integrates into over 100 accounting and payroll systems
including VIP, Pastel, SAGE, and more.
Microsoft SQL Timecard integrator and Web Service
available.
Google Enterprise Mapping and Turn by Turn Directions.
All data stored in the cloud for 12 months.

Econz Timecard GPS
benefits
   


    
    

   
  

      
  

Access real-time reporting and survey information in the
field for better business discussions .Better visibility to
manage mobile workers’ activities with GPS locations to
save company costs.
Fast return on investment by reducing time theft Helps
companies with CCMA Labour Law regulations .
Streamline your payroll processes
No additional costs for future enhancements or upgrades
Reduce travelling expenses with accurate kilometers
travelled
Improved efficiency and better visibility of job costing
and overtime

Sales Support

Email: sales@econz.com
Durban : + 27 31 813 5683
Cape Town : +27 21 832 0995
Johannesburg : +27 11 083 6365

